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In humble deference to the truth that brevity often evokes a purer
response from an audience than does pretention, we have chosen to present
as straightforward a dedication as possible. This hardly stems from a lack of
sentiment on our part. Rather, it is the very strength of our feeling about
Trinity that leads us to offer a simple message. Those who are attracted to
more serpentine syntax and complex thoughts, however, have not been
ignored . They will be more than satisfied, we are sure, by Dean Edwin P.
Nye's essay on the past decade on page 242.
This, however, is not the place for analytic work. This is the place to put
emotions into words. And emotions are by their very nature simple, direct,
and strong.
Such is most definitely the case with our sentiments about Trinity. And
more importantly, such is the case with our feelings about the people who
make this College, the students themselves.
As a result, our dedication is not to a single individual, group, or idea. We
are at the beginning of a new decade. Many of the people who will shape
this decade spent four years of the last one right here at Trinity. And many
of us here today will help to shape the last ten years of the twentieth
century.
It is with tremendous happiness and profound gratitude, therefore, that
the 1980 Ivy, the Decade Ivy, is dedicated t<;:> every single student who made
a commitment to Trinity College during the past ten years. It is our belief
that their commitments yielded a worthwhile reward. And it is our hope that
those who come here to be educated and to educate themselves in the
future will share also in the rewards that Trinity has to give.
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the masthead

PETER BAIN
GEORGE YOUNG
FRITZ EBERLE
ANNE KNUTSON
PETER WILSON
NICK NOBLE
DUTCH BARHYDT
BROCK VEIDENHEIMER
RICK MALAMUT
SUZANNE BLANCAFLOR
SUSAN TAYLOR
DAVID BOOTH BEERS, Ill
MARGE SCHEIDL

editor in chief
managing editor
layout editor
photography editors
sports editor
copy editors
business manager
women's section editors
spiritual editor
herff jones representative

photographers
Tony Hass, Katie Cole, Emilie Kaulbach, Corny Parsons, Catherine Linder, john
Kawecki , Cathy Rocca, jim Hagen, Tony Shore, Paul Giddens, Myron Gudz, Bob
Keyes, David Booth Beers, Carol Goldberg, Phil Lovejoy, Dave Carrill, David
Koeppel , Lynne johnson , Sarah lvans

staff
Allison Legge, Ric Eberle, Tony Hass, Nancy Carlson , Helen Bartlett, jim Martin,
Cretin , Nancy McCulloch
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APRIL 21, 1972
TRINITY COLLEGE
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Trinity Students Strike
At nn \11-College meetmg last mght. 430
st udrnts voted to hold a "noncoerct ve
stnke" today to protest thC' escalallon of the
Warm \'ietnam The rpsolu!lon was passed
"10 solidant v" with the 1\:attonal
tudent
Association'S call for stud nt stnkes at
collegf.'s today
The group also passed a resolution calling
for a " :\1oblltzatton Day Agamst the War"
today . to begm act1ons to bnng "an 1m
mf.'dtatf.' complNe and total <'nd to all U.S
invoil•ement m thC' war "
A sem•s of eleven \\Orkshops and
discussions concernmg the war have been
schedulf.'d for today 1Sef.' schf.'dul<'. page:?. >
Th<' workshops will be l<'d by facult)
mPmbcrs and wtll take place 111 Mather
Hall
A rally, sponsored by the Hartford
Commtttee of Conscienc '. will be held at
4.30 at th Federal Buildmg The rally wtll
be followPd bv a march to the Armv
Rf.'crUiting Office at the Stat Armor\·
Butldmg on C'np1tol Avenuf.' The march wtil
be lrd hy the \'ietnam Veterans Against the
War. and some parttctpants dressed in black
will earn a coffin
Pn•stdrnt Lockwood told the THIPOD 10
an mtervit''' vcsterda\ that he would
"('ndorse the usc of nonviolent and construcli\'e means to express" student protest
against the \\'nr He added that he upported
a letter stgnl.'d by the presidents of etght Ivy
League colleges that condemned the
renf.'wed bomhtng of North Vtetnam and "its
civilian populat ton ."
Lockwood and Cambell. president of
Weslevan l'm,·ersttv. wtll send a letter
tnrla\· ·tn \Tr.. h ·m T n1rrl ~o.:Pf'r~t!lr\· nf rit'fense ,
...,.--""'""'!~:.'tl.,.,....
h the
ing to
1bably

he

a

he sign<'d h) other Connecttcut college
prestdents
Thts letter. he added . '' til not speak for the
tnslltuttons , but will e. press the tndtvidual
\'tews of the prcstdcnts.
Om• of the resolutions passed at Ia t
mght's me tmg stated that "each member
of lhl' commun1t \' de\ote hts or her ltme and
<•nergy on Fnday and the weeks followmg to
attJ\'ittes 111 th Hartford area atmed at
hringmg .an end to the areers of tho e
poilt!~tans ''ho refuse to bring an end to the
war
The rrsolut10n stated that toda\" 's aclt\'itir. would br "atmed a1 achtrvtng tho e
rnds ··
A mot1on calling for a strike and a
suspension of classes fatled to reach a
maJority \'Ole Rtchard Hess. ·n. argued
that thr :'liSA's call for a strike was
" meanmgless .. Ill.' said he opposed any
hmts of cocrnon b a use students should be
free to do \\hatevcr thev want todav
Sc"cral students elatmed a stnkc would
" force tht> opmtons of a few on many "
Others suggested that anti-war acttvtttes be
conducted during students "free t1me." and
not tnterrupt class:
One ·tudcnt satd a stnke would produce
communtty backlash. "They'll figure we
just want a three-day weekend." he said.
Other students called upon the group to
align itself wtth national events "For the
last two vears. we have been disillusioned .
What we- need now 1s nothmg more or less
than a show of our disapproval." Jill
Stlverman. '74. stated "We want to turn the
tanks around and have them go home "
She contmued. statmg 1t IS the national
magnitude of the strike. rather than the
spectfic form 1t takes at Trinity that ts
politically important.
Theodore ~lauch. professor of religion .
satd the group should use "our tmagmation
and our disciplme " 111 adopting means of
protesting the war He accused the Nixon
admtnistration of being "anti-education"
because tl believes "C\'erythmg can be
solved with a thunderbolt " t:ducators. he
. atd. "believe 111 the va luc of exploration
and careful studv "
!\lauch addt>d that todav's strike. because
tt comes at the end of the .term. seemed like
searchtng for qutck answers. " Why does 1!
take a cris1s like th1s one to wake us up'' \\'e
should ha\'e been doing th1s all year." he
statpd
l\ll'mber:-. of the Young Socialists stated
thall'apttalism was the root of the war. and
called for a worker-student alliance on
behalf of the :'\ational Ltberation Front.
w htch they s<J td was engaged m a class
struggle
Samuel llendel . professor of political
science. sa1d students should not prevent
classes from bcmg held and should not
demand that the Collegl' take an tns!Jtuttonal stand on the war He satd such a
stand would violate academic freedom . and
would create "an ant1-dcmo ·ratic postion. •·
Thomas A Smtih.
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Katrina Schermerhorn Abbott
Environmental Studies

Gary Murray Abramson
History

Joseph Sarrkis Adajian
Economics

Bruce Clark Adams, Jr.
History

Susan Valerie Adelman
Political Science

William Lewis Adler
History

34

Darryl Augustus Amey
Political Science

Antonio DaCosta Alves
Psychology

V. John Alexandrov Ill
Economics

Cathy Elizabeth Anderson
Mathematics

Judith Lynn Ambrose
Religion

Robert Turner Almquist
Economics& Psychology

35

Susan Smith Angelastro
Modern Languages

Mark Andrew Anderson
Economics

Geoffrey Ware Bacon
Biology

Woodrow Michael Baird
Economics

Ellen Maffitt Bates
Psychology

Patrice Munzel Ball
Economics

36

David Neil Bazar
History

Madeline C. Batistich
Psychology

David Booth Beers Ill
Philosophy

John Alexander Beir
Economics

Andrew james Bendheim
American Studies

Paul Graham Beers
History

37

Claire Alicia Berian
Psychology

Charles Douglas Bennett
Economics

Gilbert Frederick Benz
Religion r

Benjamin Charles Berndt
Psychology

Daphne Christine Berkland
Engineering & French

38

Jonathan Blake
Psychology

Elizabeth Wolcott Block
Urban Studies

Suzanne l_ee Nichols Blancaflor
Politicial Science

Tracy Warden Bodine
Psychology & Rei igion

Richard joseph Bogdan
Music

Peter Lopes Borges
Psychology

David Charles Bolster
Biology

39

Elizabeth Corbin Bransfield
Chemistry
Anne Briglia
Economics
Barry James Brockway
History

Margaret Zox Brown
Psychology
Deborah Ann Brown
Economics
David Clark Brooks
History

40

Susanne Delano Burbank
Economics
William Rotch Bullard II
History
Stephen George Buchanan
Biology

john jackson Burchenal Ill
Economics
Paul Michael Canning
Urdan Studies
Giuseppe Capazzo
Engineering & Computer

41

Kathleen Joan Carter
Mathematics
David Arthur Carvill
Biology & Environmental Studies
Thomas Dallahan Casey
American Studies

Carolyn Knox Chamberlain
Art History
Charles Yat-sing Chan
Computer coordinated with
Chemistry

42

John Wesley Chandler, Jr.
History

Wayne Chase
Anthon_y Joh~heatre Arts
Engl1sh &

Dav1"d Grant Clark, Jr.
History

Marc Stewart Cohen
Biology

Lee Alison Clayton
Economics

Gary Scott Cohen
Biology

Lisabeth Ann Conn
Psychology

Kathleen O'Neill Cole
Psychology

Linda Anne Colligan
Political Science

44

Douglas Alan Coulter
Biology

Alicia Marie Craffey
Biology & Psychology

Jeffery Scott Cooley
Biology

Annie Vive Crain
American Studies

Scott Alan Craig
Economics

Anne Marie Craven
History

45

Carol Ann Curtin
Psychology & Sociology

Anthony Crosby
Economics

Maria Manuela Da Costa
English

John William Danaher
Psychology

Terence Paul Dalton
French

46

Amy Louise Davis
English

Elizabeth Ware Davison
Urban Studies

Lorraine Olrey de Labry
English & Psychology

Donald Charles DeFabio
Studio Arts

Rosa Maria Docal
Art History

Stephen Frank Doroff
Computer Coordinated
with Economics

David Arthur Doe
Mathematics

47

Katharine Elizabeth Dorsey
Theatre Arts

Lawrence M. Dowd II
Classics

Nicholas Jeffrey Dowling
Economics & Psychology

Hugh Patterson Drescher
English

Edith Lanier Drew
Classics

Douglas Reed Duberstein
Economics

48

Holly Katherine Du Brul
English

Marshall Newton Dudley, Jr.
Economics & Computer

Robert Marchbanks Dudley, Jr.
Computer I Economics

David Ross Edelson
Biology

Jane Lewis Dwight
Mathematics & Computer

David Gerrard Dunn
Mathematics

49

Francis Isidore Fallon Ill
Comparative Literature & French

William Lester Einstein
Economics

William Edward Engel
English

Bruce Brody Feinberg
Biology

50

joshua Stephen Feingold
Biology & Philosophy

Kathleen Howell Fell
History

Laura Hill Fergusson
American Studies

Robert Steven Fers, Jr.
Engineering

Paul Mitchell Feuerman
Spanish

Leslie Louise Finch
Economics

Joseph Woodard Filley
Political Science

Robert Paul Flaherty, Jr.
Music

51

James Arthur Foltz IV
Philosophy

Michael Joseph Franc
History & Mathematics

Mark William Frase
Religion & Studio Arts

Jordan Seth Fried
Economics & International
Relations

Rebecca Jo Friedkin
Sociology

Scott Edward Friedman
Political Science

52

William Grover Gabor
Economics

Catharine Gallagher
Art History & History

James john Garrahan
Mathematics & Computer
Engineering

Pamela Jane Germain
Economics

Thompson Auger Gerke
History

David Adlai Gatenby
Engineering & Computer
Engineering

53

Roberta M . Goganian
Intercultural Studies
Elizabeth Towle Gildersleeve
Eng I ish & French
Paul Michael Giddins
Political Science

Carol Ann Goldberg
Psychology
Robert Matthew Golding
Economics
Valerie Ann Goodman
History

54

Kenneth Paul Goizkowski
Economics & History
Michael Edward Grabscheid
Engineering & Mathematics
Bruce Ira Green
Economics

Tracy Ellen Greene
French
Elizabeth Claire Green
Biology
Carol Marie Green
Urban Studies

55

Eric Paul Grevstad
English

Malcolm Whelen Greenough
Economics

Thomas Grzybowski
Biology & Psychology

Lucretia Grasselli Hadden
Economics

Susan Carline Gulino
Chemistry

56

Lisa Nadine Halpern
Engineering & English

Peter Hay Halpert
History

Grace Haronian
Biochemistry

Kenneth joseph Halpin
History

Darryl Kevin Harris
Biology

Paul Alexander Haughton
Psychology & Sociology

Christopher Howell Hatch
Psychology

57

Samuel Warner Heed
History

Robert Steven Herbst
History

Kevin Hera, Jr.
English

Leonie Hershfield
German

Suzanne Macleod Herr
History

58

Michelle Elizabeth Herrera
Chemistry

I'

Lee Franees Hickey
Psychology
Katherine Hess
Economics

Cindy Marie Higgins
Mathematics & Computer
Mathematics

Michael Price Hinton
Chemistry
Christopher Dehli Hillyer
Biology
Christopher Scott Hillcoat
Political Science

59

Michael Christie Heubsch
Political Science

Elena Georgina Hovey
Biochemistry

David Paul Houle
Chemistry

Thomas Angell Hunter
Economics & Political
Science
60

Thomas Griest Hunter
English

Carl Walter Hurtig
Chemistry

Lynn Elizabeth Hyatt
Psychology

Elizabeth Chittenden Isham
American Studies

Jenny Ann Isler
International Relations

Sarah lvans
English -

Kris Adair jackson
Art History

Steven Daniel jacobs
History

61

joanna Martha Janoska
Biology

Wendy Brewster Jennings
Art History

Katharine Truscott Jebb
Psychology

Bruce Patrick Johnson
Sociology

62

David josph Johnson
Biochemistry

Lynne Kirsten Johnson
English

Denise Marie jones
Psychology

Peter Stuart Jongbloed
History

Amy Ruth Kabcenell
Psychology

jack James Kassel
History

Edward Alan Kaminsky
Political Science

Richard Lee Katzman
English & Psychology

63

William T. Kieffer Ill
Computer/Economics

Robert Haden Keyes
Political Science

Robert William Kee
Psychology

Joseph Falk Kossow
English

Anne Burdette Knutson
History

David Michael Wilkinson King
Psychology

64

Penny Kozol
Political Science

Julia Kuck
Biology & Psychology

David Irwin Kurtz
Biochemistry, Engineering
& Physical Sciences

Christine Anita Laban
Chemistry

Jean Frances Lambertson
Mathematics & Computer
Mathematics

Michael Bruce Lansbury
English

65

Mark Aaron Leavitt
Economics

James Page Lansdale
Engineering

Robert Douglas Lanzner
Philosophy

Alison Carroll Legge
English

Harriet Markson Lee
Biology & Psychology

66

Eugene E. Lefebvre
Computer I Psychology

Scott
Leventhal
A Mitchell
.
mencan Studies
Harry Joseph Leven stein
English

Eric Collis Le WIS
.
Psychology
Alan Philip Levme
·
Psychology

Robert Joel Levy
English

67

Pau I Thomas LoBello
History & Italian

Catherine Sue Linder
Political Science

Magdalen Lichota
Modern Languages

Jeffrey Daniel Long
English

68

Pamela S. Lorch
English

Leonard David Lortie
Economics

Lloyd Sheldon Lowinger
History

William joseph Lynch
Economics

Peter Michael Lyons
Economics

Douglas Ross Mackay
Economics

lan Breckenridge MacNeil
History

Patricia Mairs
Art History & English

69

Robert Edmond Malhame
History

Richard James Margenot
Political Science

James Benjamin Martin
Economics

John Edward Mayo, Jr.
History

Jeffrey F. Mather
Biology

Michael Joseph Mascolo
Economics

70

Andrew Alphonse McAleer
Religion

Thomas Royce McCauley
Biochemistry

Sarah Parsons McCormick
Mathematics

Sarah Beeckman McCoy
Biology & French

Leslie Judith McCuaig
History

James Garneau McDonald
Economics & International
Relations

71

Michael Christopher McGovern
English

Elizabeth Linda McGill
Economics

Thomas Francis McGarry, Jr.
Biology

Susan Marion McNally
Comparative Literature

Carol Anne McKenzie
History

Thomas Edward McGowan
Economics & Psychology

72

Patrick Raymond McNamara
Political Science

Nina Warren McNeely
History

Janice Coupe Meagher
American Studies

Thomas Lawrence Melly
Economics
Carol Ruth Melcher
English

Michael David Melo
Computer I Engineering

73

Marianne M"ll
Phsyics & Th eatre
I erArts

Da nle
· 1 Harris M

Political SClence
. eyer

-:-M---~·

Anita Mirani
Engineering

74

Ca ro I Li n-::;
d-a
.
oore
H1story

Charles And rew Banist
Political sc 1ence
·
er Moore

I

Robert Arthur Mostertz, Jr.
Economics
Gilda Lee Moseby
Intercultural Studies
John Warner Moore Itt
History

Theodore Rodes Murphy II
Economics

Brandon joseph Muster
English & History

jean Marie Murphy
Mathematics

75

Richard joseph Nahill
Economics & Urban Studies
Scott Phillip Myers
Psychology
Robert Francis Myers Ill
Economics

Robert Paul Nero
Computer I Engineering
Mark Allen Netsch
Biology
Richard Edwards Noble
History (Intensive)

76

Frank Peter Novak
Chemistry
John Thomas O'Brien
History
jonathan joseph Olear
Economics

Michael joseph O'Sullivan
Political Science
Jay Raymond Olson Ill
Economics
Alice M. O'Connor
History

77

Elizabeth Williams Parker
Psychology

Barlow Lewis Peelle
Computer I Engineering

78

Cornelia Marjorie Parsons
Political Science

Darlene Jamie Petillo
English & Computer I English

Audrey Lynn Patrone
Political Science & Spanish

David Harrison Pfeiffer
Economics & German

Suwathin Phiansunthon
Mathematics & Computer
Engineering

Amy Lynn Polayes
History

Francis Ruth Plough
French

James Michael Post
Economics

Robert Johnston Plumb Ill
American Studies

Susan Dobbs Pratt
Urdan Studies

79

Susan Paine Proctor
Biochemistry

Alexander Bruce Price
Religion

Cynthia Mary Dean
Prideaux-Brune
Economics

Steven Wayne Prouty
English
Thomas Aquinas Quigley
Political Science
Peter James Quinlan
Engineering

80

Paul Spence Rasmussen
Economics
Robert Andrews Ravenscroft, Jr.
Mathematics & Computer
Mathematics

Stephanie Ravett
Biology

Brian Evans Roberts
Economics
James Charles Rickert
Economics
Roger Haydock Read
History

81

Cynthia Jean Rolph
Political Science

William Prescott Rogers Ill
Computer I Engineering

Brian John Rodrigues
Engineering

Eugene Macey Russell
Political Science

Sandra Ann Ruff
Biology

Werner Rosshirt
Biology

82

Claude Anthony Sangiolo
Economics

Daniel S. Sargis
American Studies

Gary Allen Saunders
Philosophy

Ann Tracy Sawtelle Schach
French

Mark Raphael Scheibner
History

Randall Frederic Scherck
History

83

Marla Jo Schultz
Mathematics & Modern
Languages

Frederic Henry Schwartz
History
·

Lisa Sue Schwartz
Political Science

R. Kent Scrivner
Political Science

Michael Lawrence Scinto
Economics & Mathematics

84

Linda E. Scott
American Studies

John Connor Seabrook
Economics & Environmental
Studies

Elizabeth Seager
History

Michael Scott Seller
Biology & History

John Frederick Sherman
Biology
Robert Greenwood Shaw
History

Barry Bruce Shendell
Economics

85 '

Sara Marie Sherman
Intercultural Studies

Alexander Taylor Sherwood
Economics

Anthony D. Shore
American Studies

Michael Joseph Siraco
Economics
Jeffrey Chris Siekierski
History

Anne Sices
Modern Languages

86

Stephen Blair Slade
Economics

Christopher Herve King Sloan
Environmental Studies &
Political Science

jennifer Helen Small
Urban Studies

Elizabeth Curtiss Smith
History
David Lee Snyderwine, Jr.
Chemistry

Mary Lee Sole
Biochemistry

87

Douglas Fernald Stone
Political Science
Joan Ellen Steuer
American Studies
Paul Scott Sperry
History

Henry Lawrence Strom
Psychology
Steven Bennett Stuart
History
Jeffrey Voorhees Swain
Engineering

88

Rebecca Jane Szendy
History
Andrew Mark Teitz
History
Sharon Maureen Thornton
Political Science

Shirley Denese Tolliver
Psychology
Charles Edward Tiernan Ill
Political Science
Elizabeth Hellen Thrasher
Political Science

89

Lawrence Robert Townley
English

Lynn Carol Veazey
Psychology

90

Cyprian Akolachi Ukah
Engineering

Michael Brock Veidenheimer
Biology

Laura Ann Thunen
Political Science

Frederic Pierre Vigneron
History

Daniel Michael Vincenzo
Philosophy

Susan A. Vuylsteke
Biology

Susan Ruth Vlamynck
Biology & Studio Arts

Karen Lynn Wachtel!
Political Science

Sarah Angela Vorder Bruegge
Art History

Edith Laughlin Wallace
History

91

Susan Michael Wilkins
History
Deborah Sue White
Economics
Robert Andrew Werner
Political Science

Peter Chisholm Wilson
History
Janet Ruth Wilson
Philosophy
Janice Teresa Wilkos
Psychology

92

Susan Mary Wingler
Psychology
Franck Georg Wobst
History
Roderick Harold Wolfson
Philosophy & Urban Studies

Edward Michael Wrobel, Jr.
Mathematics & Music
Sandra Dunar Yearley
Psychology
Anthony Hartswell Woodson Ill
History & International
Relations

93

Robert Carroll Yingling
History

George Adams Young
History

Mary Katherine Zackrison
English

William Hadden Zimmerling
English
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the last moments

96

Four years is gone. In retrospect, it feels a lot less. Here
we are in our black robes
about to kiss it goodbye.
Will we miss it? Get a job;
bring up a family. I don't
have a job, but I'm about to
get a family of dreadfully
scrawny mutts from my
pure bred Lab. You should
have seen what got her.

graduatio n pies by fritz eberl e & tony hass
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The music was played by a live
orchestra in Revolutionary War
costumes. One wonders how many
really noticed. They played good
music. They kept the spirit alive.
West read everybody's name wearing
a droopy cap which kept the sun out
of his eyes. The whole afternoon was
eventful. "It went by quickly didn't
it? ; you're quite popular, aren 't you ;
isn't it a beautiful day for your
graduation ; there's a big cheer for
you; you've got a lot of friends,
haven't you? Ted Lockwood's quips
were just audible over the
loudspeaker system.
People are sad . They realize they
probably won't see the friends
they've spent so much time with in
the last four years very often. But
they' re also overjoyed. So much
awaits them outside the protective
Trinity shell. Excitement.
Anticipation. Thank yous are
deserving for so many, but there is
not enough time to give all a kiss
good by. It's like having five minutes
left on Chatfield's exam with the
whole of Lincoln's presidency left to
write about. We know that for many,
that kiss is a final kiss goodbye.
Fortunately we never have to admit
that it may be a final kiss.
F.R.E.
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Looking through the yearbooks of the past ten years, we noticed that many pictures of
the faculty are duplicated photos from previous yearbooks. This year, the 1980 yearbook
will take the cake. Carrying out our decade theme, we have fallen to history again.
Therefore, EVERY photograph of the faculty and administration has been cut from the pages
of ancient yearbooks starting from 1970. We attempted to use the oldest pictures.
Consequently, two of our 1970 copies are now shredded scrapbooks, with half their
antiquity cut away. Indeed most of Trinity's learned leaders have been established here for
a while .. .
We hope the " teachers" will enjoy, being both pleased and flattered .
Regretfully, we have no photographs of those faculty who joined us at Trinity this year.
Such was not planned, but such is as it stands. Apologies are extended to those we missed.

the
teachers
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George Wallace Bailey Starkey, M.D.,
Chairman; Seymour Ewing Smith, B.S.,
Secretary
CHARTER TRUSTEES: George Keith
Funston, L.H.D.; Daniel Alpert, SC.D.;
John Kapp Clark, SC.D .; Seymour Ewing Smith, B.S.; George Wallace Bailey
Starkey, M .D.; Stuart Dade Watson,
M.B.A.; William Ravenel Peelle, B.A.;
Morrison Howard Beach, J.D.; Leonard
Eli Greenberg, B.S.; Donald Glover
Conrad, M .B.A.
TERM TRUSTEES: Dora Richardson
Lowenstein, A.A. (1982); Brenton
Wayne Harries, M.B.A. (1982); Robert
Max Blum, LL.B . (1984); Alison Barbour
Maclean, M .ED. (1985); David Linwood
Coffin (1985) ; Jason Morse Elsas, Jr.,
B.A. (1987)
ALUMNI TRUSTEES : Jay Edward Geiger, M.B.A. (1980); Thomas Clark DePatie, B.A. (1981) : Karl Edward Scheibe,
PH.D. (1983); Edward Alambert Montgomery, M .B.A. (1984); Emily Goodwin
Holcombe Sullivan, J.D. (1985); Theodore Davidge Lockwood, PH. D.,
Trustee and President

_

Dr. Theodore D. Lockwood

Thomas A. Smith
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the corporation

james F. English,

Jr.

TRUSTEES EMERITI: Lyman Bushnell Brainerd , LL.D.;
Henry Samuel Beers, LL.D.; Joseph Campbell, LL.D.; Ostrom Enders, LL.D.; George Mallette Ferris, LL.D.; Virginia
Hutchinson Gray: William Persons Gwinn, SC.D .; Robert
Barnard O'Connor, D.F.A.; Raymond John Wear, SC.D .;
George Warren Wyckoff, B.A.: Vertrees Young, D.SC.
Dr. Theodore Davidge Lockwood, President; James F.
English, Vice President of Finance and Planning; Thomas A.
Smith, Vice President; Dr. George Brinton Cooper, Secretary of the College; Robert A. Pedemonti, Treasurer; Dr.
Andrew G. De Rocco, Dean of the Faculty

Dr. George B. Cooper

Robert A. Pedemonti
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the administration

Thomas D. Lips, Director of Institutional Affairs; W. Howie Muir, Director of Admission ;
Gerald j. Hansen, Jr., Director of Alumni and College Relation s; Riel S. Crandall, Director
of Buildings and Ground; Dr. David Winer, Dean of Students; Kristina B. Dow, Director
of Residential Services; Barbara Robinson-jackson, Director of Minority Affairs; Dr.
Christopher Shinkman, Director of Career Counseling; Ralph Stephen Emerick, Librarian;
Peter j. Knapp, Reference Librarian and Archivist

Thomas D. Lips
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Gerald

J.

Hansen

W. Howie Muir
Kristina B. Dow

Barbara Robinson-Jackson

Dr. David Winer
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Dr. Christoher 5hinkman

Peter j. Knapp

the administration
106

Riel 5. Crandall

Ralph 5. Emerick

•

amer1can

studies

Dr. Eugene E. Leach,
chairman

Dr. Mardges Bacon

Dr. Edward W. Sloan Ill
'

107

biology

Dr. Richard B. Crawford,

Dr. Craig W. Schneider

chairman

Dr. Donald B. Galbraith

108

Dr. james M. Van Stone

Dr. Robert H. Brewer

Dr. john E. Simmons Ill

Dr. Frank M. Child Ill
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chemistry

Dr. Edward Bobko,
chairman

I

Dr. Robert H. Smell ie, Jr.
Dr. Ralph 0. Moyer, Jr.
Dr. David E.
Henderson

Dr. Henry A. DePhillips, Jr.
Dr. James K. Heeren

classics

Dr. John C. Williams

Dr. Anthony D. Macro.
chairman

Dr. James R. Bradley

Katharine G. Power,
acting director
Kathleen R. Siegel
Carl W. Tillmans Ill

dance
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leconomics

Dr. Richard Scheuch
Dr. Ward S. Curran, chairman

Dr. Leroy Dunn

Dr. Francis

J.

Egan
Dr. Diane C. Zannoni

Dr. Andrew J. Gold

Dr. james L. Beaver

Dr. Robert A. Battis

Dr. Gerald A. Gunderson

Dr. Charles W. Lindsey Ill
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education

Dr. Charles B. Schultz, chairman

Dr. Steven L. Christopherson

Dr. Ronald K. Goodenow
LeBaron C. Moseby, Jr.

Dr. August E. Sapega, chairman

Dr. David Alghren
•

•

eng1neer1ng
David E. Woodard

Edwin P. Nye

•

•

eng1neer1ng
Theodore R. Blakeslee II
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Dr. Joseph D. Bronzino

Dr. Hoyt D. Warner

english

Dr. Dirk Kuyk, chairman

Dr. james H. Wheatley
Dr. Hugh S. Ogden

Dr. James A. Miller

Dr. Paul Smith
11 7

english

Dr. Richard P. Benton

John A. Dando
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Dr. J. Bard McNulty

Dr. Dianne Hunter

Dr. James L. Potter

fine
Dr. Michael R. T. Mahoney, chairman

George E. Chap I in

arts

MaryS. T.
Kenealy

Dr. Mardges Bacon
Dr. Alden R. Gordon

Stephen Wood

..
l

Thomas P. Baird

s

Dr. Edward W. Sloan Ill, chairman

Dr. Samuel D. Kassow

history

Dr. Norton Downs
Dr. james L. West
james R. Spencer
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Dr. H. McKim Steele, Jr.

Dr. Glenn Weaver
Dr. Eugene W . Davis

Dr. George
B. Cooper
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Dr. Carlos K. Quinones

Lancelot L. Farrar, Jr.

Dr. Eugene E. Leach

history

john j . H. Chatfield

~~ ·

-

\.
Dr. Mario J. Poliferno

mathematics
Dr. Ralph E. Walde
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mathematics

Marjorie V. E. Butcher
Lucy L. Deephouse

Dr. Emmet F. Whittlesey

Dr. Robert C. Stewart
Dr. Walter j. Klimczak

modern languages

Dr. Michael R. Campo
Dr. Carl V. Hansen

Dr. Andrea Bianchini

Dr. Dori Katz
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Dr. Donald D. Hook, chairman

Dr. Kenneth Lloyd-Jones
Dr. Gustave W. Andrian

modern languages
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Dr. Arnold L. Kerson

•

mUSIC

Dr. J.
Wainwright Love Ill,
acting chairman
Gai I V. Rehman
seated :
Dr. Gerald Moshell

Dr. Howard Delong

philosophy
Dr. Richard T. Lee

Dr. Helen S. Lang

Dr. Wesley M. Brown, chairman
Dr. William Puka

philosophy
Dr. Drew A. Hyland

I physical education

Karl Kurth , Jr. , chairman

Richard J. Hazelton
Dr. Chester H. McPhee

Roy A. Oath
Donald G. Miller
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Robert E. Schults

Michael R. Darr

Robert D. Slaughter

George C. Sutherland

Daniel E. Doyle
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James Graf
Leo Hamel

physical education
Jane A Millspaugh & Robin Sheppard
Frank Marchese
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physics
and
astronomy

Dr. Charles R. Miller

Dr. Harvey R. S. Picker, chairman

Dr. Brooke Gregory

Dr. Robert Lindsay
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political
•
sc1ence

Dr. Clyde D . McKee

Dr. Albert A. Gastmann
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Dr. Ranbir Vohra, chairman

Dr. Rex C. Neaverson

psychology

Dr. William M . Mace, chairman

Dr. David Winer

Dr. Nancy Kirkland
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Dr. George C. Higgins, Jr.

Dr. George W. Doten

Dr. Karl F. Haberlandt

psychology
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Dr. Randolf Mitchell Lee

Dr. Frank G. Kirkpatrisk,
chairman

Dr. Theodor M . Mauch

religion
The Rev. Dr. Alan C. Tull

Dr. Leslie G. Desmangles

Dr. John A. Getter
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The Rev. Dr. Edmond L. Cherbonnier

religion

Dr. John D. Brewer, chairman

- - - -

,

sociology
136

Dr. Larry A. Fader

Dr. Noreen Channels

Roger C. Shoemaker
George E. Nichols Ill, chairman

theatre arts
john H. Woolley

urban and
environmental
studies
Dr. Andrew j. Gold, director
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Trinity legend Sherbet Cones caught in a rare
shot with his arch-rival, the diabolical Mary Ardie.
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the tripod

Well, ex-President Gerald Ford
came to visit Trinity this year. Everyone said that he came off well and
convinced quite a number of people
that Republican governmental principles are still quite vital and practicable. If one is to be honest, however, it should be noted that if our
knowledge of the Trinity undergraduate body is complete (I wish
mine were) then Ford was convincing an audience that was about
as hostile to him as the Crimson Tide
is to oi'Bear before the game.
Regardless, however, Ford was a
gracious, charming, and (fundraiser
all cheer) prestigious guest and he
provided the College with a day possessed of an energy and excitement
that has not been seen in a long
while.
P.L.B.
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HOMECOMING WEEKEND
On the weekend of November 9-11, Trinity celebrated Homecoming Weekend . Though
the weather was not the best, it did not dampen the spirits of returning alums. The big
event was the football game played against the Cardinals of Wesleyan at jesse Field. The
tenth year of coeducation was also celebrated with several forums, hosted by both past and
present Trinity students.
On Saturday, the athletic teams played under rainy skies . The varsity soccer team
triumphed over a determined alumni club, headed by alumni coach Roy Oath . The stands at
jesse Field were packed to see Pat McNanara break the Trinity pass reception record.
Though the Bantams lost the game, and the rain really did not hold off for very long, the
sideline enthusiasm was undiminshed .
Saturday evening found Trinity in full swing and stagger. In addition to alumni receptions,
most of the fraternities hosted parties or dances and entertained their alumni brothers .
To alumni Homecoming Weekend meant a chance to renew old friendships, visit
hangouts that were part of their lives, and to escape temporarily from the 'real world' to the
sheltered existence they knew at Trinity.

Discussion: " Women and athletics; 10 years"
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"Hey Lenny, your parents are here."
"Oh my God. Okay, can you tell 'em to
wait a minute? Oh my God ."
Parents. They just never really seem to fit
into the tapestry of everyday collegiate life.
It's not that they aren't loved. But there is a
time and a place for everything.
Trinity has come to grips with this situation
through the institution known as Parents'
Weekend. A wonderful thing, Parents' Weekend, allowing both the College and the students sufficient warning so that they might
clean up their acts before the big billpayers
get their opportunity to check things out.
The students have time to clean up their
rooms, put away the pipe, change their
sheets, and maybe even shave. In essence, the
students have to bring their lifestyle, or at
least their apparent lifestyle, around to the
point at which Mom won't pull little Johnny
or Janey out of school for remedial hygenic
therapy.
But more importantly, the College has time
to get its act together so that the people who
foot the bills won't feel shortchanged. As a
consequence, the weekend abounds with
academic lectures, programs, and presentations of all kinds, opportunities to meet the
faculty, and, best of all, President Lockwood's
annual Parents' Weekend address and discussion session in the Goodwin Theatre. It is
here that he has a chance to let all the Dads
know that Trinity is doing just great, that
we're in much better financial shape than
most of our counterpart colleges, and that
future prospects are bright. But, of course, the
road ahead will be a tough one and, ahem,
we do always need more money so, ahem,
tuition and room will be a cool grand more
than last year.
All in all, the instiution of Parents' Weekend is a good one. The kids get a free brunch
at the Brownstone and the parents get to go
away with their idyllic vision of a liberal arts
institution reaffirmed .
After all, we won the football game.
P.L.B.
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Spring Weekend brought David johannssen,
Robin Lane and the Chartbusters, and rock ' n'roll
to the Quad.

spring weekend

Saturday night saw the Pipes singing some of their best Buttondown sounds
and Margy dodging fiancee David 's flashes .
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1979

Waterpolo
New England
Champions

The 1979 Trinity Waterpolo team
continued that program ' s winning
tradition with a fine 11 -2 regular season record. They capped their triumphant campaign with four wins in
post-season play to capture Trinity's
first-ever New England Waterpolo
championship. They lost two out of
three in the Easterns to end at 16-4.
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The team was led by the potent offense of carrer high-scorer Mike H inton , trailed closely by senior Rich
Katzman. Hinton was named VMP
for the season , and both he and Katzman were select selected to the AllNew England squad .
Senior Ted Murphy, the team 's third
leading scorer and defensive wizard ,
was named to the All-New England
second team , along with Most Improved goalie Line Collins, Collins.
Tic Houk and Lennie Adam, also offensive standouts, were named CoCaptains - elect for the 1980 squad .
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Field Hockey 1970

Varsity Field Hockey
ten years of women's athletics

Field Hockey 1979
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The 1979 Varsity Field Hockey contingent
had a reputation to live up to . Only a
year before they had been undefeated . It
was close and exciting all the way.
Against perennially tough Williams the
Trinity defense was brilliant, and Lorraine
deLabry's goal gave Trinity the victory 1-0.
The team ran their unbeaten skein to
sixteen games, setting the stage for the
dramatic clash between the Bantams and
arch -rival Wesleyan . The Cardinals upset
the undefeated Trinity visitors 3-0.

But the Bantams bounced right back, under the guidance of Coach Robin Sheppard. The
Trinity defense of Carol McKenzie, Cindy Higgins, Francie Plough, and Ginny Gardner set
records for allowing the fewest shots on goal. Freshman netminder Anne Collins came on
half-way through the season to show she had the stuff of a champion, by setting records for
saves and allowing less than one goal per game. The offense, led by high scorer Dottie
Bundy, was equally effective. Bundy set a record for hat tricks. The team posted a regular
season slate of 7-1.

In the North East tourney held
at Saratoga Springs Trinity upped their record to 8-2. Bundy,
Collins, and Lisa Lorillard were
chosen as first team All -Stars,
while
deLabry,
Gardner,
McKenzie, Ro Spier, Lisa Nolen , and Co-Captain Laurie Fergusson were also selected to
the All-Star ranks . Co-Captain
Lisa Parker was named MVP,
while Lisa Lorillard was chosen
as Captain-elect for 1980.
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Varsity Football
The frustrating 2-6 Football season was highlighted by the o~tstanding
play of All-American wide-receiver Pat McNamara. McNamara tied for the
team lead in scoring, breaking the Trinity career record for touchdowns
received, and garnering his second All-New England recognition . He
ranked third among the nation's Division Ill receivers. As a junior he led
the nation, all divisions.

Inexperience hurt the 1979 Bantam gridders. Barry Bucklin (above) was one of the few seniors to start on
offense. Senior jeff Mather was one of the few bright lights on defense. Captain Chuck Tiernan was named
MVP. Paul Romano was chosen as Captain-elect. The rushing game showed some promise, as freshman
Mike Elia (below) tied with McNamara for the team lead in scoring, while sophomore Bill Hodlen put
together a few hundred yard games.
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Wendy Jennings set a Trinity record for career victories as she led the Women 's
Tennis team to a 6-3 record . Jennings was the winner of the Connecticut State
singles finals, and was consolation champion in the New Englands. The team , with
outstanding performances from Faith Wilcox, Dena Kaplan, Eileen Kern , Johanna
Pirocchelli, Martha Brackenridge, Brenda Erie, and Dede Seeber, won the Connecticut championship, and finished third in the New Englands. The Trinity team,
ably guided by Head Coach Sue McCarthy, was the number one New England
small college squad in 1979.

Women's Varsity Tennis
194
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Men's
Varsity

Soccer
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Led by Captain Steve Slade, the Men's
Varsity Soccer team suffered through a
disappointing 2-9 season . Scott Growney
and jeremy Meyer led the team in scoring, trailed closely by Captain-elect Ken
Savion . Most Improved Player Paul Sperry
anchored the defense, while goalie Tom
Adil was named MVP for the second consecutive season.
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Cross

200

•

Country

The Men's Varsity Cross Country team, led by
Alex Magoun and Bob Williams, posted a fine
7-8 record. Magoun was the number one
harrier for the Bantams, with seven first and
five second place finishes. Magoun and Williams will Co-Captain next year's team. The
Women's Cross Country contingent was undefeated, winning their only dual meet 25-30
over Eastern. Lanier Drew and Kathy Schlein
were the class of the field. Drew finished 91 st
out of 1800 women in the New York Marathon, while Schlein placed ninth out of 200
entrants in the ten-kilometer Lasse Viren invitational held in Finland.
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Women's Soccer
Wins over Bates and the Brown JV highlighted a 2-4 Women's Soccer season. An injury to
offensive standout Sally Larkin hurt the team, but Coach Karen Erlandson got the most out
of her troops. Senior Captain jane Dwight led a defense which featured record-setting
freshman goalie Sarah Koeppel.

The Head of the Charles Regatta is as much
for the spectators as it is for the participants,
and throngs of Trinity supporters swarmed
the shore! ine to watch the Bantam crews of
autumn. The Men 's Varsity Lights finished
third, while the Women 's Four finished fifth.
In the Head of the Connecticut race the
Women's Four had finished 7th out of 40.
Thirteen Trinity boats rowed the Charles river
between Boston and Cambridge in the annual fall classic.
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Trinity College opened the new decade on janurary 5th , when the Bantam Varsity
Basketball team visited Cuba; the first college hoop squad to do so since Castro
ascended to power twenty-one years earlier. The Trinity team toured the island nation ,
and learned a great deal through exposure to Cuban culture and society.
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The game itself, p1ttmg Trinity against
the Cuban national team , was also a
learning experience - albeit a one-sided
one. The visitors lost 93-49, although the
Cuban fans were impressed by the ballhandling of freshmen David Wynter.
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Men's Varsity Basketball
In the regular season the team finished w ith an
outstanding 16-7 record, the best in 14 years.
Trinity's overtime win over UHart was also the
first in a decade and a half. For the second
co nsecutive year Carl Rapp was the team 's leading scorer and MVP. Rapp also was named an
ECAC All-Star. Sophomore Captain john Meaney
ran the backcourt for Head Coach Dan Doyle,
while freshman Dave Wynter performed brilliantly as a scorer, a playmaker, and as a defensive standout. All will be returning next winter.

Varsity Wrestling

Mike Darr's wrestling team finished with a disappointing 3-7 record, but there were some
highlights. Co-Captain Dave Brooks was undefeated with a 10-0 mark at 190 pounds. Brooks
finished third in the New Englands and amassed thirty victories in a four-year career. Co-Captain
john O'Brien was 7-3 at 158 pounds, while sophomore Glenn Mclellan was 7-3-1 at, heavyweight.

Varsity Swimming

Led by Coach Chet McPhee the
Men's Varsity Swim team gained
their first winning season in 18
years. Co-Captains Mike Hinton
and Rich Katzman , along with
record breaking performers Scott
Bowden and Dave Gatenby,
made the greatest contributions
to the team 's 6-4 record. junior
Lennie Adam (next year's Captain) , senior Mike Elguinse, and
freshman Doug Gray also performed well.
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McPhee's Women's Varsity Swim team was led by the
stupendous Denise jones. The senior Captain didn' t lose a
regular season race all year, breaking her own record in the
50 and 100 yard breaststroke events ten times. The highlight
of her regular season was her long-awaited victory over
arch-rival Callie Taffe of Holy Cross. jones won both of her
events in the New Englands, winning her fourth straight AllNew England berth . In the nationals she finished in the top
four and was awarded All-American status. Anne Ward ,
Linda Gillett, Paula Ryan , and janet Rathrun all turned in
record -breaking performances as the team closed with an
excellent 6-3 mark. But no one will ever forget Denise
jones: Captain , MVP, record -holder, New England champion , All-New England , All-American .

The Trinity Fencing squad
did well this year, highlighted by the fine work
of seniors Don DeFabio
and Kevin Childress. Marrianne Miller and Rowena
Summers led a successful
Women 's foil contingent.

Fencing
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The Varsity Hockey
team posted a 9-11
overall mark in Division
Ill, as they failed to
make the ECAC playoffs
for the first time in four
years.

Varsity Hockey

Individual excellence highlighted a building year for Coach john Dunahm's Hockey Bantams. Senior CoCaptain Bob Plumb was the team 's leading scorer, and he was named ECAC Division Ill Player-of-the-Year,
with a first team All -Star berth . Senior Co-Captain Dana Barnard , the greatest defenseman in Trinity history,
was named team MVP and garnered his fourth All-Star selection . Freshmen forwards T. R. Goodman and
Dan Sahutske, and freshman goalie Steve Solik, all showed promise for the future.

,-
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The Women's Varsity Squash team, under the auspices of
Coach Sue McCarthy, ended at 8-12. The team was ninth
in the nation , behind strong performances from jan
Meagher, Laurie Fergusson, Beth Davison , and Captain
johanna Pitocchelli .

Varsity

Coach George Sutherland 's Men's Varsity Squash
squad posted an outstanding 15-4 record, and were
recognized as the national small college squash champions. Captain Page Lansdale led the team , although
he was beaten out by sophomore Peter DeRose for the
Brainerd Trophy. Chris Morphy was named Most Improved, as he posted the best individual record (16-1).
Other fine players were Rob Dudley, Scott Friedman ,
John Burchenal, Ross Goldberg, and Sloane Boochever.

Squash
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Two brilliant offensive performers breathed life into an
otherwise d isappointing Women's Varsity Basketball campaign . While Kathy Schlein set about breaking Cindy Higgins' single-season scoring record , Higgins outdid herself in
rebounding, and set career records of 686 points and 563
rebounds.
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The outstanding team of the entire
winter was the unbeaten and untied junior Varsity Basketball team,
led by Coach Dennis Wolff.

Mike Darr's Men 's Varsity Lacrosse team went 11 -2 this
past spring, setting numerous
records and finishing second
in the East to powerhouse
Middlebury.

Men's Varsity Lacrosse
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The team was led by Captian Doug
Bennett, and featured such outstanding performers as record-breaking scorer Scott Growney, who was
named MVP. Bob Plumb was a master of the face-off at mid-field , and
he scored many goals. Jamie Birmingham and Mike Brigham were
also effective offensively, while Peter Duncan and Captain Bennett
made strong contributions. On defense seniors Mike Lansbury and
Bob Shaw, along with Matt Smith
and Bill Miller, did well. The goaltending duties were shared by Gregg
Caserta and Bob Moserz.
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The Bantam Lax-Men qualified for the playoffs for the third consecutive year. Their initial opponent
was Williams at Williamstown . Twice before, once in Florida and once during the regular season,
Williams had beaten the Bantams (although Trinity won the Suncoast Tourney in Florida). The Blue
and Gold got their revenge with an overtime victory that set the stage for the final game versus
Middlebury. Although Trinity lost, they were the first team to break into double-figure scoring against
the Panthers all year.

Varsity Crew
Bantam oarsmen and oarswomen, national
champions in 1979, are the best conditioned,
hardest working, finest athletes at Trinity
College.
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The regular season was an overwhelming success. Several boats, including Coach Norm
Garf's Varsity Heavyweight Eight, went undefeated . The Women 's Varsity Eight completed
their second straight unbeaten regular season.
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At the Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia a highly favored Trinity team was unable to defend
its national title successfully, losing to Coast Guard by just two points. But the Men 's
Varsity Lights (above) , and the Women's Varsity Eight (below) were national champions in
their class, and took home the gold medals.
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The Women 's Varsity Lacrosse team was unable to break .500, but battled on valiantly. Lisa
Nolen was the team's leading scorer, with Dottie Bundy also playing well. Captain Lisa
Parker was named MVP.

George Sutherland 's Men 's Varsity Tennis
team featured three players participating
in the Division Ill nationals in California:
Jamie Brown , Drew Hastings, and Steve
Solik . Hastings and Solik , playing
doubles, made it to the semi-finals and
were named All-Americans. Trinity was
ranked among the nation's top ten, number one in New England .

Men's Varsity Tennis
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The Varsity Golf team (featuring seniors Bob Golding
and David Koeppel in insert)
did fairly well in an abreviated season. Koeppel
won the Wykoff Golf
Award , while his sister, the
first woman to play for Trinity, finished third in the
women's New Englands.

Rugby also played on . ..

. . . while intramurals were more popular than ever.
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Varsity Baseball

As close to a winning season as they have been in five years, Robie Shults' Varsity Baseball
team ended at 9-10-1. Peter Martin (above) led the team with a .408 average and was
named MVP. He was also selected as the starting All-New-England first baseman. Senior CoCaptain Bob Almquist (below left) hit well in the clutch , stole bases at will , and batted .381 ,
with a lifetime .335 mark.

The team hit .319, a record for so long a season , and hit
another record 14 home runs . Centerfielder Todd Dagres
tied a record with five homers, and was named Most
Improved . Senior Co-Captain Bill Lynch (left) retires after
appearing in more games than any Trinity pitcher in
over 100 years. Frank Netcoh (above) was named Captainelect.
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Women's Softball

As a freshman in 1977 (left) third baseman Carol McKenzie led a fledgling Trinity Women 's Softball team with a .481
batting average.

Fine individual efforts highlighted an otherwise dismal 1-7 season . Ellen Grossman (far
left, top) was a premier outfielder. Terry
johnson (right) hit .375 and stole 10 bases.
Marcie Lerner (center, #4) hit .409. jan Kunin (center, #50) led the team in RBis,
fielded brilliantly at catcher, and was named

MVP.

As senior Captain in 1980 (right) Carol
McKenzie led the team again, with a
record .667 mark, to set a career lifetime
average of .421. She holds fourteen offensive and eleven defensive (at third base)
records outright, and figures in a halfdozen more top rankings .

Women's Track

Outstanding performances from Kathy Schlein, julie Behrens, and Lanier
Drew formed the backbone of this year's Women's Track team.

Men's
Varsity
Track

Pat Lyle and Bruce Zawodniak were the second and
third highest scorers for Rick Hazelton 's Men 's Varsity
Track team . Bob Williams , Chip McKeehan, John Brennan , and Scott Nesbitt were just a few more who did
well , but the spring 's highlight was Jeff Mather (see next
page) . ..
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Jeff Mather, seen at right accepting the George
Sheldon McCook Trophy as the outstanding
male athlete of 1980 from Athletic Director Karl
Kurth , was Captin of Track, a two-year leading
scorer and MVP, record holder in the discus,
and once again a qualifier for the Division Ill
nationals, Cindy Higgins was awarded the Trinity Club of Hartford Trophy as the year's outstanding female athlete.

History was made when Laurie Fergusson (below, second from right)
became the first woman to receive AD's Middleton Award (for leadership
and sportsmanship) and the coveted and rarely bestowed Trinity Blanket
Award (nine letters in three Varsity sports) .
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Other 1979-1980 Athletic Highlights : Dr. Joseph Martire (Trinity '64) lecturing on women in sports; a panel discussion on ten years of women's
athletics at Trinity (below), and Carl Yastrzemski and Lou Piniella in Ferris
Athletic Center (right) .

ENGAGING

Ivy Sports would like to thank the following
photographers for their work in this section:
Charles Rosenfield , Dave Carvill , Carol
McKenzie, Keryn Grohs, John Hardy, Russ
Hall, Leigh Mountford, Steve Pekock, Mary
Lee Sole, George Young, Peter Wilson,
Emilie Kaulbach, and Fritz Eberle.

Special thanks to Randy Pearsall, jon Lester, and Nancy Lucas, without whom this section
would not have been possible.
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Name : Gail M. Starkey; Class: '75; Entering Status: Junior; Secondary School:
Darien High School, Co-ed
Why did you choose to come to Trinity? I couldn't stand the social scene at
Skidmore. Very pick-up-ish. Whether at bars, mixers, etc. Although there were
some guys at Skidmore, they were mostly fools. I just wanted to have men as
friends, too. Not just as sex partners. So I wanted a co-ed school with a good
'reputation ' among colleges.
Were there any discernable trends in the admissions policy?
I don't know. I was just happy to get in. I didn't have an interview or anything.
I transferred in very good standing at Skidmore .
How were you treated and how do you feel you were regarded by
administrators? by faculty? by the male students? by the female students?
I felt pretty good, but by the time I graduated I had had significant runins with
male faculty and students, oriented around the sex power - discrimination
issue. I became very active in the Trinity Women 's Organization . My orientation was definity feminist and I felt comfortable with that, although I was
di sappointed on the whole with the low consciousness of the majority of 'coed s' ! I fought to get more gynecological services in, plus other stuff like that.
On e thing I remember wa~ trying to get rid of the discriminatory admissions
qu o ta , and getting into some hot agruments with some idiot men (senior
MCPs) ove r it. Lu ckil y, the quota was overturned .
How did you find the social life at Trinity?
I I i ked it. I was not involved at all in the Frat scene. I regarded that as very
preppie and sexist!!! I had a lot of men (and women) friends via my classes,
the dorms, and T. W . 0. I met my husband there. I spent a lot of time
especially my senior year, oriented around him. He lived in Stonington, Ct. by
then. My husband does not represent the usual combination of sexism and
male elitism so many Trinity men did and do.
Did you find any change in the status of women while you were here?
I enjoyed hearing the Alumnae panels. The women studnets seem as into
'looking good in clothes' as ever. It did warm my heart to see groups of
women socializing in that 'Pub' in Mather, though. I guess I wasn't here long
enough to tell.
·
If you would like to make any further comments, please feel free.
I hope that the Women's Center is remaining active in its outreach to students
about raising con sciousness. The sex war ain't over!!!

Thi s essay was picked fro m a gro up of q ues tio naires fill ed o ut by va ri o us alumni . It represe nt s o nl y o ne v iew.
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Few Decisions in the history of Trinity College have had as significant an effect
on the subsequent character of the institution as one made on a January
morning eleven years ago. That day, the trustees approved "the admission of
qualified undergraduate women to degree status, effective September, 1969."
Theodore D. Lockwood, then newly inaugurated as president, remembers the
coeducation decision as one which stirred surprisingly little controversy among
board members. "Early in our discussions, it became apparent that we weren't
talking about whether the college should go coed, but rather when and in
what numbers. When the time came to vote, the decision to admit women
was unanimous."
This year, 1980, marks the tenth anniversary of
coeducation on the Trinity College Campus. For
most of us currently living and working at the
college, the picture of an all male Trinity is one
which is difficult to conjure, with coeducation
now being a given. There was a time, however,
when the Trinity woman was something quite
new. We speak of her now as a "poineer"; her
situation at the college, and the facts of its decision to admit her, remain, largely, a mystery.
The decision to implement a policy of coeducation orginated with the serious consideration
given it during the years 1966-67. At that time, the
idea began to gain ground rapidly . It was a period
of great transition for the college. A new president, Theodore D. Lockwood, embarked on a
career as Trinity's administrative head in 1968, and
in '69 the current open curriculum was adopted.
In the fall of 1968, Trinity's Trustees, the president, and various faculty members gave the actual
"okay" to go ahead with coeducation . That decision was announced in the spring of 1969, too
late for a full scale recruitment. However, women
from several institutions did attend the college,
and some of the exchange students transferred .
Trinity graduated three women in the class of
1970; these women had spent a total of three
semesters at the college. The first class fully recruited as coeducational was that of 1974.
Why did Trinity decide to accept women? The
question is difficult to answer in a single sentence . Several individuals spoke of "a feeling in
the air"; one member of the administration stated
simply that "by the late 1960's it just seemed to be
the right thing to do ." This is not to say that the
college merely followed the trend of the times,
and the fact of other colleges going coed did not
seem particularly germane to Trinity's considerations. Trinity was the first college in its league

to admit women, in
and students began
tages of admitting
wane, coeducation

fact. By and large, the faculty
to feel that while the advanonly one sex were on the
would bring real benefits to

the college .
Another big factor_ in the decision to bring
women to Trinity was the decision to expand
enrollment. At that point, the intention was to
enlarge the student body from 1,250 to 1,700
students. Financial reasons compelled the college
to expand. If Trinity continued to deny women
access to the college, those 500 extra students
would have to come from a pool of lesser qualified males. If instead, the student body
would be enlarged by the presence of women,
Trinity could maintain its standards of academic
excellence by keeping the admission policies rigorous for both men and women.
Once the decision was made, it was quickly
announced. No large debate ever occurred . Unlike other schools, Trinity actually cut the number
of males to accomodate underscored the commitment to admit women , and a consensus quickly emerged that it would prove to the college's
advantage to do so.
There were some "slightly risque " jokes and
remarks. Among those who opposed the decision,
it was felt that women would serve as a distraction , and that social life would preempt the
academic. Alumni backlash was relatively mild .
Among the faculty, those who stood opposed had
to rethink that decision in light of the women
who entered . Ronald Spencer, special advisor to
the president, stated that they "were a very impressive group of people . . . not that Trinity
women aren ' t impressive now" and explained ,
furthermore , that "good students are good stu dents, and good teachers want good students."
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the essay
Some decades have been categorized by a single, all-embracing adjective.
Thus, we speak of the "gay" nineties and the "roaring" twenties. How should
we characterize the seventies? Perhaps we are sti II too close to see those years
in any single focus. This is certainly true of members of the Class of 1980. The
last decade represents nearly half of your lifetime. But even from the
perspective of my sixty years, I find that the seventies cannot be successfully
melded to yield a single motif. They were years marked by many changes : a
strange concatenation of events was in progress at the outset; another cluster,
mostly different and separated in time by years of reversal and metamorphosis,
marked their close.
In 1970 the "new", open curriculum was in its first full year of trial, and
students were demanding that their studies be made "relevant" to their
immediate social concerns. Co-education was also in its first year, and student
pressure to end all parietal restraints was mounting rapidly. Protest against the
war in Vietnam was nearing its crescendo and political activism was strong in
many quarters. One signal result of the latter struggle was ratification of the
twenty-sixth amendment to the United States Constitution in 1971, giving year
olds the right to vote. Concern for the environment was growing, but was
largely inchoate. "Earth Day" in 1970 was marked by a strange variety of "acts"
which left holes dug in the lawns and reels of magnetic tape tangled in
campus trees.
.
Through the middle years of the decade much of the earlier noise and
excitement seemed to subside, and concern was expressed that we might be
experiencing a return of the so-called "apathy" of the fifties. Student
government, which had been put on "hold" in the early seventies while
student advocates sought to achieve full and "meaningful" participation in
overall College governance, was now largely abandoned. Also, following the
end of the Vietnam War, student activism waned rapidly, as students shifted
their interests more toward career planning and traditional forms of campus
diversion. Faculty members became acutely aware of how different was the
cast of the class graduated in a given June from that which entered the
following September.
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In the latter years of the seventies students showed a keen interest in the
relevance of their studies, but now placed the emphasis heavily upon the
relevance to future employment and to specific careers. They flocked to
majors such as Economics and to courses such as those in writing skills and in
computer languages. They paid more attention to appearances, also. While not
forsaking the casual look, they re-discovered the fitness of proper attire for
such occasions as job interviews, Honors' Day, and Graduation. The senior
dinner, the Commencement speaker, and other such victims of the student
revolts of the early seventies quietly returned to the scene.
Some casualities have failed to recover or have been markedly slow in doing
so. Student government is one example. Aversion to military activities in
general and to the draft in particular has not again become widely evident on
our campus (or on others), probably in part because of a general perception of
the significantly altered status of United States influence and prestige in the
world.
Much that was novel in 1970 was normal in 1979. Co-education seems so
natural now as to make it almost impossible to recall what the campus was
like before its advent in 1969. The same is true of the now not-so-new
curriculum. Less than half the current faculty go back to the days of basic
course requirements. Parietals, too, are a dimly remembered spectre of the
past.
Some problems, alas, remain seemingly as intractable as ever. The struggle to
maintain acceptable levels of minority enrollment, to overcome deficiencies in
pre-college preparation, to promote a greater intellectual intensity on the
campus, and to maintain real student involvement in the life of the campus
and in the city around it, goes on. In the meantime, a new decade is underway
and the tenth reunion of the Class of 1970 has come and gone.
The College, changed in many ways but still vigorous and effective, remains
while we, birds or passage all, move on.
Edwin P. Nye
Hallden Professor of Engineering
Dean of the Faculty, 1970-79
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Publication of the IVY is made possible, in large part, by the support of our patrons and advertisers. Trinity students spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars each year in the Hartford community for goods, services, and entertainment. On the following
pages are the merchants and establishments who show their appreciation to Trinity, by supporting student activities such as the
IVY. These are by no means the only firms that profit from Trinity, but these are the people who are willing to financially
support our student projects, to show t heir good will and their t hanks to the Trinity students. We hope you will continue to
favor them with your business.
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Simplicity has always appealed to me. Perhaps
this is because such a state most closely resembles
my own mental structure, but such speculation is
irrelevant. The point is that when we ambushed
this yearbook we tried to do it like all good
ambushes: simply, aggressively, and (inevitable)
quickly. And like any good ambush it was effected, in the end, by a small, adventurous band
of fanatics . It is with no small amount of shame
that I must admit that when the time came to
really move I just stood still.
The editor-in-chief (neo-N ixon ian titles abound
in undergraduate bureaucrary) is supposed to be
the dude who pulls everything together in the
end and saves the yearbook in cavalryesque fash ion from a horrible fate . Well, this year the editorin-chief (good God, that's me) was sitting at
home contemplating his boots just when he
should have been out riding like fury. Had the
historical precedent of the need for an active
editor been maintained this year, chaos could
have resulted quite easily.
Fortunately, however, for the Ivy, Trinity Col lege and my neck there came from the ranks
those who took up the slack left by this editorcum-Caligula figure. Leading them all was Fritz
Eberle. If this book has a de facto editor it is

unquestionably Fritz . It is, · therefore, with tremendous gratitude and respect that I use this
opportunity to write that this is Eberle's book.
Helping Fritz save the book were two figures,
one a legendary Trinity undergraduate, now an
alumnus, and the other a rookie yearbook representative. The former is Nick "Santa" Noble,
whose sports section is perhaps one of the biggest
out-of-season gifts that the rotund one has ever
offerred to the school and its students. The latter
is Marge Scheid!, local rep for Herff Jones Yearbooks, who popped onto the scene with almost
alarming charm and energy and provided all the
answers to the questions which we barely knew
how ask. Nick moves on after four years of undergraduate excellence at Trinity. We can only hope
that Marge will stay with us to help next year after
being brilliant the first time around.
Other than that, I will not list names; they' re all
in the front of the book. Besides, I have no real
right to say who was good or bad, as they all
contributed more than I. Groucho said it: " I refuse
to join any club that would have me as a member."
The Ivy is my club: I just never joined.
Bye.
P.L.B.

